Changes to 7763-03 assignments

Please see below for an outline to the updates that has been made to the assignments for 7763-03. Please note that the units (titles/learning outcomes/assessment criteria) have not been changed.

012 – Carry out styling and finishing of dogs

Task A has been updated to require 3 head shapes to include scissored, hand stripped and clipped and timescales. Some marking criteria have been removed.

Task B has been updated to include recording equipment and styling.

Task C – no changes

Task D and F have been amalgamated (now task D) and some of the questions have been updated. Repetition has been removed.

Task E has been updated to cover all of the assessment criteria.

024 Assess and plan dog grooming work

Task A has been updated to include 3 head types as per unit.

Task B and C have been amalgamated (now Task B), repetition has been removed and updated to cover assessment criteria in unit.

Centre guidance has been to added to advise centres to cross reference where appropriate with other assignments eg 012 to off set this extra burden

025 Promote and maintain the health and well-being of animals

Task A and task B have been amalgamated (now task A) and updated to cover assessment criteria.

Task C has remained the same but it is now labelled Task B.

015 Health checking a dog by a dog groomer

Task A guidance has been updated to meet the requirements of the unit.

Task B updated to cover assessment criteria.

018 Hand stripping a dog

Task A and B have been amalgamated and updated to cover assessment criteria. The task is very similar to the previous version.